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Coming soon to a bookshelf near you:
(Place your hold today!)

Staff Pick
Way Off the Road: Discovering the Peculiar Charms of Small-Town America by Bill Geist
(Book & Hoopla audiobook)
Tired of stressful headlines? Recently retired roving correspondent for CBS News Sunday Morning and
bestselling author Bill Geist serves up a 30-stop rollicking look at some small-town Americans and their
offbeat ways of life. Meet the 93-year old flying paper boy, Mike the Headless Chicken, and the cow
photographer and visit the Museum of Towing, a figure 8 school bus race and so much more. You may be
inspired to make some extra stops on your next road trip!

Listen Up
You are a Badass by Jen Sincero
In this witty, refreshingly blunt guide, bestselling author Jen Sincero helps listeners to embrace their
inner badass and achieve success in all areas of life.
You Are a Badass By Jen Sincero
Narrated by the author
Length 5 hours and 36 minutes

A Top Pick of 2019
Ask Again, Yes by Mary Beth Keane
A profoundly moving novel about two neighboring families in a suburban town, the bond between their children, a
tragedy that reverberates over four decades, the daily intimacies of marriage, and the power of forgiveness.
Ask Again, Yes is a deeply affecting exploration of the lifelong friendship and love that blossoms between Francis and
Lena’s daughter, Kate, and Brian and Anne’s son, Peter. Luminous, heartbreaking, and redemptive, Ask Again,
Yes reveals the way childhood memories change when viewed from the distance of adulthood—villains lose their
menace and those who appeared innocent seem less so. Kate and Peter’s love story, while tested by echoes from the
past, is marked by tenderness, generosity, and grace. (goodreads.com)
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Windsor Library Reading Challenge: Read a Book About Current Events
Climate change; refugees & migrants; racism; rural & urban poverty; gun violence; sustainable food production;
restorative justice; the gig economy & low-wage work; gene therapy & genetic engineering; globalism &
nationalism; healthcare & Medicare For All; cryptocurrencies; artificial intelligence; big data & privacy; the future
of capitalism & socialism . . . we have a book for that! For subjects not covered below, visit our info desk or
reference librarians & just ask!
The Wall by John Lanchester
“The Wall” opens in a not-too-distant future after sea level rise has destroyed whole countries and
created a massive immigration crisis. An island nation closely resembling England has built a thick
wall around its entire coastline, and a two-year term of service as a defender of the wall is
mandatory for everybody. If any climate refugees--"Others"--manage to breach the Wall on their
watch, the defenders at fault are tossed out and become "Others" themselves.
Hillbilly Elegy by J.D. Vance
This is the poignant story of the author's family and upbringing, describing how they moved from
poverty to an upwardly mobile clan that included the author, a Yale Law School graduate, while
navigating the demands of middle-class life and the collective demons of the past.

Dear Martin by Nic Stone
Writing letters to the late Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., seventeen-year-old college-bound Justyce
McAllister struggles to face the reality of race relations today and how they are shaping him. While
this is a teen book, it is relevant to adults too.

Nomadland by Jessica Bruder
This 2017 work identified a new kind of migrant labor in the U.S: tens of thousands of financially
strapped older Americans have given up trying to pay rent or mortgages and live only in mobile
trailers, RVs, or vans. Many had their savings obliterated by the Great Recession and travel the road
working long hours at hard, physical jobs. Like Guendelsberger, Bruder worked alongside the people
she writes about, and describes conditions of living with both understanding and humor.
Charged: The New Movement to Transform American Prosecution… by Emily Bazelon
Bazelon, a renowned journalist and legal commentator, covers the recent movement towards
reforming the justice system. New reforms include abolishing bail systems that punish only the poor
and finding ways to prioritize rehabilitation and victim restoration over punishment and
incarceration. She describes the damage overzealous prosecutors focused only on their records of
wins have done, including not only creating injustice but contributing to the mass incarceration crisis
in the U.S.
White Fragility: Why it’s so hard for white people to talk about racism by Robin DiAngelo
In this groundbreaking and timely book, educator Robin DiAngelo deftly illuminates the idea of white
fragility. Referring to the defensive moves that white people make when challenged racially, white
fragility is characterized by emotions such as anger, fear, and guilt, and by behaviors like
argumentation and silence. In this in-depth exploration, DiAngelo explores how white fragility
develops, how it protects racial inequality, and what we can do to engage more constructively.
The Overstory: A novel by Richard Powers
A novel of activism and natural-world power presents interlocking fables about nine remarkable
strangers who are summoned in different ways by trees for an ultimate, brutal stand to save the
continent's few remaining acres of virgin forest. Kirkus Reviews calls it, "A magnificent achievement:
a novel that is, by turns, both optimistic and fatalistic, idealistic without being naïve."
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